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Above: Paiva’s “Pepto-Squarebird-Reflux”
was shot in a car junkyard about an hour
north of Sacramento, California. “I tend to
shoot on or near the full moon and shun
locations lit by man-made light,” he says.

Troy Paiva sets out to document what’s left of the abandoned
Old West—one surreal scene at a time | BY Jack Crager
Like many an American kid in the
1960s and ’70s, Troy Paiva spent l ots
of vacation time in the back of a car on
the nation’s highways. “My family took
driving trips across the deserts of the
American Southwest,” says Paiva, now 50.

“We cruised the remnants of bypassed
Route 66 towns and visited real ghost
towns like Bodie, California. As a highly
impressionable 12-year-old, I was blown
away by the idea that people would leave
whole cities behind.”

That fascination led Paiva to create
“Lost America,” a 21-year visual documentation of civic detritus found at the
byroads, junkyards and fringes of modern civilization. “As I got older I began
to visit all kinds of abandonments on my
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own, and the obsession grew,” he says.
In 1989 Paiva started photographing
weathered old sites as a creative outlet to offset his day gig in San Francisco
as a graphic designer for a toy company.
“I was looking for a way to do personal
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shooting techniques (see box below).
“The ‘Lost America’ project is all
night work,” Paiva says. “I’ll take
pictures anytime, though.”
Part of his reason for shooting abandoned sites at night is aesthetic. “Most
photography is about capturing an instant,

close-up: troy paiva
Training: Paiva sat in on a night-photography course
at the Academy of Art University in San Francisco,
where he studied illustration and 3D modeling. ”But
for photography, I’m self-taught,” he says.
Honors: Winner of “Photography Book of the
Year” in 2009 at the New York Book Show for
Night Vision: The Art of Urban Exploration.
Workshops: Semi-annual Pearsonville Junkyard
workshops (lostamerica.com/workshop.html).
Best advice: “The hardest part of doing night
photography is dragging yourself out of a warm
house on a cold night,” Paiva says. “But it really is
all about experimentation and practice.”
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Top: McDonnell Douglas DC-8 and Convair 880
airframes, now long gone, in Mojave, California.
Bottom: A train graveyard in England. “It’s lit with
a yellow-gelled strobe in the boxcar,” Paiva says.

work that was totally unrelated to techniques I was using in my job,” he says.
Paiva had tagged along with his brother
to a night-photography course. “When
the subject of adding light with hand-held
sources during moonlit time exposures
came up, my brain popped,” he says.
“Here were techniques that were perfect for capturing the surreal and spooky
souls of the abandoned places that I’ve
always been drawn to. I bought some
cheap 35mm gear, hit the desert the next
full moon, and never looked back.”
It took a while for the avocation to
morph into paying work. “The first nine
years, I worked in total obscurity, shooting purely for fun,” Paiva recalls. “It wasn’t
until 1998, when I put the work online, that
it started to be noticed.” He posted a series
of galleries at lostamerica.com, which led
to numerous publishing projects over the
years, including the award-winning 2008
book Night Vision: The Art of Urban Exploration (Chronicle Books, $25). He’s shown
his work in galleries in New York City and
Los Angeles, and the Bolinas Museum
in Marin County will host an exhibition
from April 23 to June 5, 2011. Paiva also
teaches periodic workshops about his night-
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Long disappeared from modern
maps, the ramshackle mining camp
in Kincaid, Nevada, slowly sags and
falls apart. “I shot this image under
heavy cloud cover during a summer
monsoon,” Paiva recalls. “It would
have just been a black silhouette
without the added LED flashlight and
lime-gelled strobe flash.”
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Canon EOS 20D
Tokina 12-24mm AT-X 124 AF PRO DX lens
Canon Timer Remote Controller TC-80N3
Slik tripod
Canon Speedlite 430EX flash
Streamlight Stinger flashlight
Coast LED Lenser Dual Color flashlight
AA-cell Mini Maglite flashlight
Rosco and/or Lee gel material
Gaffer’s tape
Cardboard tube for use as a lighting snoot

but minutes-long exposures capture a
block of time that humans can actually
feel,” he says. “It’s eons in normal photographic terms. Doing it in these places
where it seems like time has stopped
stretches reality even further. Once I began
experimenting with strobes and flashlights,
it didn’t take long before I began incorporating color and theatrical lighting angles,
all in the pursuit of intensifying the emotion and spooky weirdness of these places.”
His night moves also have a pragmatic
aspect. “Much of my work is done while
trespassing,” he confides. “I frequently
have to travel light and work fast. All my
gear, aside from the camera and tripod,
fits into the pockets of a jacket or a small
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backpack, allowing me to hop fences and
slip through the cracks in security.”
Although his exposures are long, from
two to eight minutes, Paiva often feels a
sense of urgency in documenting places.
“I try to finish them as quickly as I can,”
he says. “Abandoned locations tend to be
time-sensitive; there’s a sweet spot when
I like to shoot, where they look weathered and post-apocalyptic, without being
too tagged-up and trashed. Vandals, partying teenagers and metal recyclers can
ruin a site, photographically, in a very
short time. I’ve made notes about locations to come back to, only to return a year
later and find the site is a vacant lot.”
Paiva notes that several of his series,
such as “Ghost Trains” and “Lost Wheels,”
are “ongoing junkyard projects that I’ve
been adding to for years, because they are
constantly evolving as objects come and
go.” But he’s always seeking new sites. “I
seem to have a radar for finding this kind
of stuff,” he says. “I can drive into a remote
desert town and make a couple of random left turns and end up in the driveway
of an airplane recycler, or an eccentric artist with a collection of 25 motel
signs in his yard, totally by accident.”

Top: Gas pump-styled water sprayers in the pool
area of an abandoned Route 66–themed water
park in Newberry Springs, California. Bottom:
Remnants of a dormant gas station in Ely, Nevada.

He’s added a few items shot during world
travels—such as trains he found in England
on a lecture tour—but Paiva prefers to focus
on his homeland. “I’m documenting the
American experience,” he says. “The failures
of 20th-century expansion into the deserts of the West, with its big skies and epic
vistas, will always be my main subject.” AP
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